
OBE8727 INTERVAL XT 
ELLIPTICAL CROSS TRAINER

SPORTS COMPUTER

SIMPLE MANUAL RESISTANCE ADJUST LARGE NON SLIP FOOT PLATES MAGNETIC FLY WHEEL

Get fit and in shape with a low impact, invigorating whole 
body workout on the Interval XT Cross Trainer. With cutting 

edge, new season styling and a compact footprint, this 
cross trainer will be a seemelss addition to the modern 

household.

8 LEVEL MANUAL RESISTANCE: 
Simple & reliable with an easy to use resistance dial, your 
fat burning goals can be achieved in less than 20minutes a 
day untilising globably proven interval training techniques. 
8 Levels of resistance will allow you to increase intensity as 
your fitness improves. Ask us for a free Interval program today. 

MAGNETIC FLY WHEEL: 
Listen to music,  watch TV, or enjoy some peace and quiet while 
you exercise on the Interval XT.   The rear drive magnetic fly wheel 
offers smooth, consistant and silent operation. 

SPORTS COMPUTER WITH TABLET CRADLE: 
Mutli-task with the innovative tablet cradle while burning 
calories. Monitor your progress with an easy to use console that 
provides the essentials for day to day progression. Do all your 
daily exercise while entertaining yourself on your tablet with the 
hands free cradle.

SMALL FOOT PRINT: 
The small footprint of the Interval XT makes it perfect for small 
rooms or units. Set it up in front of the television as you step your 
way to a leaner and fitter you while enjoying all your favourite 
programs.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Usage Domestic

Resistance 8 Levels of  Magnetic Resistance

Stride Length 11inch

Drive Mechanism Rear Drive 

Pedal Spacing 8.5 inch

Fly Wheel Rear fly wheel

Console Type Dual colour backlit LCD 

Portability Front transport wheels

Other Features Independent stabilisers for all surfaces

Dimensions (cm) L112cm x W51cm x  H166cm

Max. User Weight 110kg

CONSOLE DISPLAY FEATURES

DISTANCE ✓ SPEED ✓ TIME ✓
CALORIES ✓ PULSE ✓ ODOMETER ✓


